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To Patti:
My partner in life and a fierce, gentle soul.
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A gentle answer turns away wrath.
—Proverbs 15:1 niv
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Introduction

“This generation is the first to turn hate into an asset.”
When Dr. John Perkins, the eighty-nine-year-old Christian
minister and civil rights icon/activist, said these words at a recent
leaders’ gathering in Nashville, things I’ve been feeling about the
current state of Western society came into sharper focus. For
many years now, I’ve grown increasingly perplexed over what
feels like a culture of suspicion, mistrust, and us-against-them.
Whatever the subject may be—politics, sexuality, immigration,
income gaps, women’s concerns, race, or any other social matters
over which people have differences—angst, suspicion, outrage,
and outright hate increasingly shape our response to the world
around us.
John Perkins knows suffering. His mother died when he was a
baby. His father abandoned him when he was a child. His brother
was killed during an altercation with a Mississippi police officer.
As a black man during the civil rights era, he endured beatings
and imprisonments and death threats. Since that time, Perkins
has faithfully confronted injustice, racism, oppression, and violence while also advocating valiantly for reconciliation, peace,
equality, healing, and hope.
xiii
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If anyone has a right to be bitter, if anyone has a right to
turn hate into an asset and use it to his own advantage, it is John
Perkins. Yet instead of feeding the cycle of resentment and retaliation, he spends his life preaching against these wrongs while
advocating for forgiveness and moving toward enemies in love.
With the moral authority of one who practices what he preaches,
Perkins’s life is a sermon that heralds reconciliation and peace
between divided people groups. He has built his life upon the
belief that his Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ, has left no option
except to advance neighbor-love through the tearing down of
what scripture calls “dividing walls of hostility.” This is an essential task for those who identify as followers of Jesus Christ, who
laid down his life not only for his friends but also for his enemies.
Jesus is a God of reconciliation and peace, not a God of hate or
division or us-against-them (Eph. 2:14–22). He is the God of the
gentle answer.
While some do not understand what it feels like to be ostracized, belittled, or persecuted, Dr. Perkins reminds us all that
every person bears the image of God and is a carrier of the divine
imprint. Because of this, every person is also entitled to being
treated with honor, dignity, and respect. The inherent dignity of
personhood makes the prophet’s description of neighbor-love that
much more essential in our dealings with one another: “He has
told you, O man, what is good; and what does the Lord require
of you but to do justice, and to love kindness” as an overflow of
walking humbly with our God (Micah 6:8).
Hurtful behaviors such as violence, scorn, gossip, and slander
injure both victim and perpetrator. The hurtful behavior certainly devastates its target, but the hate that lies beneath eats the
haters alive, clouding their thinking, crippling their hearts, and
xiv
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diminishing their souls. In the end, those who injure become as
miserable as those whom they injure. Those who vandalize someone else’s body, spirit, or good name also vandalize themselves.
Those who yearn to do justice, love mercy, and walk humbly
with their God advance righteousness by speaking and living a
message of love—not a sappy, sentimental love, but one that is
undergirded with truth and with the courage and wisdom needed
to confront. Injured parties and their advocates must rise up with
a prophetic voice that confronts the status quo when necessary.
The prophetic voice comes from a righteous, Holy Spirit–filled
anger that causes Christ’s ambassadors to rise up in the name of
love and say, “No more!”
While rising up to advance righteousness, God’s people must
also engage the inner battle to “sin not” in their anger (Ps. 4:4; Eph.
4:26). On the one hand, anger can serve as an instrument of true
peace. Such righteous anger can be necessary and constructive.
Many of the world’s most important human-rights initiatives—
abolishing the slave trade, confronting sex trafficking, initiating
the #MeToo and #ChurchToo movements that expose abuse of
power, opposing Hitler, advancing civil rights, and more—have
harnessed the energy of righteous anger. These movements began
because a person or group of people went public with their collective, righteous anger.
On the other hand, if we are not careful, anger that starts
out as righteous can become unrighteous, injurious, and counterproductive to the name and cause of Jesus Christ. As Bono, the
front man for the rock band U2, once said in a concert, “We must
be careful in our efforts to confront the monster not to ourselves
become the monster.” Followers of Christ must especially concern
themselves with using their anger for good, while also ensuring
xv
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that no “root of bitterness” springs up in such a way that it causes
trouble and defiles many (Heb. 12:15). While true faith is filled
with holy fire, it is a fire that is meant for refining and healing,
as opposed to dividing and destroying. If our faith ignites hurt
rather than healing upon the bodies, hearts, and souls of other
people—even those who treat us unkindly—then something has
gone terribly wrong with our faith.
Perhaps for this reason, the Bible is careful to warn that
all anger, including the constructive righteous kind, should be
arrived at slowly and not from a reactive hair trigger. “Let every
person be quick to hear, slow to speak, slow to anger;” the apostle
James writes, “for the anger of man does not produce the righteousness of God. Therefore put away all filthiness and rampant
wickedness and receive with meekness the implanted word,
which is able to save your souls” (James 1:19–21). In being slow to
anger through a spirit of meekness, we express the image of God
in us, who, being both perfectly righteous and the universe’s chief
offended party, “forgives all [our] iniquity” and “crowns [us] with
steadfast love and mercy” and “is merciful and gracious, slow to
anger and abounding in steadfast love” (Ps. 103:3–4, 8, emphasis
mine). If God’s default response to human offense is to be slow
in his anger—even the righteous kind—how much more should
this be true of us, even when expressions of righteous anger may
be entirely justified?
Jesus renounced outrage and advanced the power of a gentle
answer throughout his ministry. In one instance, as they were
traveling through a Samaritan village, Jesus’s disciples were met
with rejection, hostility, and scorn. Feeling offended and incensed
by the Samaritans’ inhospitable posture and disregard for their
Lord, the disciples James and John, the so-called Sons of Thunder
xvi
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(due to their confrontational nature), suggested that Jesus retaliate by calling down fire from heaven to consume them. Jesus
responded to the two brothers by rebuking them (Luke 9:51–59).
John Perkins’s response to the injuries perpetrated toward
him and other people of color honors our Lord in ways that the
Sons of Thunder did not. Rather than calling down fire on his
enemies, Perkins concluded that the best and only way to conquer outrage was with what he called a love that trumps hate.
“Yielding to God’s will can be hard,” Perkins wrote in 1976. “And
sometimes, it really hurts. But it always brings peace . . . You have
to be a bit of a dreamer to imagine a world where love trumps
hate—but I don’t think being a dreamer is all that bad . . . I’m
an old man, and this is one of my dreams: that my descendants
will one day live in a land where people are quick to confess their
wrongdoing and forgive the wrongdoing of others and are eager
to build something beautiful together.”1
Building something beautiful together will require participation from all sides. To those who are prone to injure, the call is to
repent and to engage in the noble work of renouncing hatred and
exercising love. To those who are vulnerable to becoming injured,
the call is to participate in the noble work of resisting bitter and
retaliating roots of anger while embracing truth-telling, advocacy,
and forgiveness. To all of us, the universal call is to lay down our
swords, listen, learn from our differences, and build something
beautiful.

xvii
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OUTRAGE AND ITS BROAD APPEAL
In 2014, Slate magazine released a series of essays collectively
called, “The Year of Outrage” and described, “From righteous
fury to faux indignation, everything we got mad about . . . and
how outrage has taken over our lives.” Essay titles included “The
Outrage Project,” “The Life Cycle of Outrage,” “What ‘Outrage’
Means,” “Identity Outrage,” “The Cultural Outrage Audit,” “The
Year in Liberal Outrage,” “The Year in Conservative Outrage,”
“My Viral Outrage Hit,” “Righteous Outrage,” and “How Outrage
Changed My Life.”2
It seems there are as many things to get upset about as there
are things to talk about.
In our current cultural moment, outrage has become more
expected than surprising, more normative than odd, more
encouraged than discouraged, more rewarded than rejected.
Outrage undergirds each day’s breaking news. It is part of the air
that we breathe—a native language, a sick helping of emotional
food and drink to satisfy our hunger for taking offense, shaming,
and punishing. Outrage has become something we can’t get away
from, partly because we don’t seem to want to get away from it.
Instead of getting rid of all bitterness, rage, and anger as scripture
urges us to do (Eph. 4:31), we form entire communities around
our irritations and our hatreds. Tribes and echo chambers form,
social media feeds grow, political pontifications multiply, book
deals prosper, podcasts rant, and churches split. On some level,
we are all engaged in the seemingly insatiable, ubiquitous theme
of us-against-them.
The whole idea of being for something has gone out of style.
Instead, we prefer to preach an angry “gospel” about whatever we
xviii
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have decided to stand against. We warm ourselves next to the fire
of digital hashtags, ideologically slanted newsfeeds, political slogans, and religious doctrines, and then . . . ready, aim, fire! For the
more popular voices among us, this can also become a great way
to build a platform, gain followers and fans, and earn some cash.
Outrage sells.
For our generation, hate has been commodified. It has been
turned into an asset.

THE POWER OF A GENTLE ANSWER
When Saturday Night Live comedian Pete Davidson crudely
mocked Congressman-elect Dan Crenshaw because of his eye
patch and flippantly remarked, “I know he lost his eye in the war
or whatever,” no one expected the former Navy SEAL and decorated war hero to respond to the insults in the way that he did.
The mockery of Crenshaw’s combat-inflicted disability, motivated by Davidson’s disdain for his political views, resulted in
such a strong public backlash that Davidson fell into depression
and self-loathing. He wrote in an Instagram post, “I really don’t
want to be on this earth anymore. I’m doing my best to stay here
for you but I actually don’t know how much longer I can last. All
I’ve ever tried to do was help people. Just remember I told you so.”
Having lost his eye in combat in Afghanistan due to an explosion, some might have expected Crenshaw to say of Davidson,
“Well, it serves him right.” He could have added to the backlash
or simply ignored the comedian. Instead, the veteran privately
reached out to befriend, encourage, and speak life-giving words
to Davidson. He told the comedian that everyone had a purpose
xix
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in this world and that “God put you here for a reason. It’s your job
to find that purpose. And you should live that way.”
Instead of firing back, Crenshaw built a bridge. Instead of
shaming and scolding, he spoke tenderly. Instead of seeking
vindication through retaliation, he sought friendship through
peacemaking. Instead of adding to the cycle of outrage, he soundly
defeated outrage with a gesture of unconditional love.
Moved by compassion for the pain that Davidson had brought
upon himself at Crenshaw’s expense, the man trained in military
strike and defense offered a gentle answer—so gentle, in fact,
that it turned away the wrath of another man’s political ire and
the wrath of that same man’s subsequent self-loathing. Then, on
Veteran’s Day weekend, the two came face to face on Saturday
Night Live to make amends. Crenshaw offered warm remarks and
high praise in reference to Davidson’s own father, who was a New
York City firefighter who died in the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks when Davidson was seven years old. At the end of the
segment, when he thought they were off camera, the embattled
and humbled comedian leaned over to Crenshaw and whispered,
“You are a good man.”3
Such stories of kindness, forgiveness, and reconciliation can
help us when we are faced with our own decisions. Do we take
offense and strike back, or do we seek to extend kindness and
offer a gentle answer? It applies when we are at odds with a family
member, when we butt heads with a colleague, when our views are
criticized online, when our children don’t listen to or respect us,
when someone rejects us because of our faith or our race or our
social rank, or when we feel misunderstood by those of a different generation or economic situation or culture. In the midst of
the tension, Jesus is there for us, just as he has been there for the
xx
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likes of John Perkins, Dan Crenshaw, and the many others whose
stories will be told in this book.
Those of us who identify as Christian have been given a
resource that enables us to respond to outrage and wrath in a
healing, productive, and life-giving way. Because Jesus Christ has
loved us at our worst, we can love others at their worst. Because
Jesus Christ has forgiven us for all of our wrongs, we can forgive others who have wronged us. Because Jesus Christ offered a
gentle answer instead of pouring out punishment and rejection
for our offensive and sinful ways, we can offer gentle answers to
those who behave offensively and sinfully toward us. But make
no mistake. Jesus’s gentle answer was bold and costly. His gentle
answer included pouring out his lifeblood and dying on the cross.
Our gentle answer will be costly as well. We must die to ourselves,
to our self-righteousness, to our indignation, and to our outrage.
For “whoever finds his life will lose it, and whoever loses his life
for my sake will find it” (Matt. 10:39).
Jesus has been gentle toward us so we have good reason to
become gentle toward others, including those who treat us like
enemies. “You have heard that it was said, ‘You shall love your
neighbor and hate your enemy.’ But I say to you, Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you, so that you may be
sons of your Father who is in heaven” (Matt. 5:43–45). Because
Jesus has covered all of our offenses, we can be among the least
offensive and least offended people in the world. This is the way
of the gentle answer.

xxi
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HOW TO BENEFIT FROM THIS BOOK
A Gentle Answer is not a step-by-step how-to guide for becoming gentle. Instead, it attempts to answer the question, “What
must happen in and around us so that we become the kind of
people who offer a gentle answer?” We will seek answers together
through various twists and turns, stories and anecdotes, and,
most importantly, through encounters with the person and work
of Jesus Christ. This book is as much about what must happen to
us and inside us as it is about what must be done by us to engage
faithfully in a world of us-against-them. It is as much about the
forming and strengthening of our hearts toward a gentle, meek
posture as it is about the behaviors and character attributes that
naturally follow.
A Gentle Answer is organized in two parts. The first part
examines how every Christian is a beneficiary of the gentleness of
Jesus. This is the ultimate reason why every Christian’s response
to our us-against-them climate ought to be gentleness. As Jesus
Christ befriends the sinner in us, reforms the Pharisee in us, and
disarms the cynic in us, we find in him not only an example but
the transformative resource that can inspire and empower gentleness in us. The second part examines the practical and obvious
by-product of his gentleness toward us: namely, that we ourselves
become gentle—as we grow thicker skin, do anger well, receive
criticism graciously, forgive all the way, and even bless our own
betrayers. As you can see, the gentle answer has nothing to do
with being weak. In fact, it requires the deepest, most courageous, and most heroic kind of faith—the kind that is possible
only through the gentle and gentling power of Christ himself.
You’ll also notice that each chapter ends with a few questions
xxii
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to consider. You can use these for personal reflection or (preferably) with a group of others who share your interest in embracing
and advancing the way of gentleness. My sincere hope is that A
Gentle Answer, which stands as a prequel and companion to my
first book, Jesus Outside the Lines: A Way Forward for Those Who
Are Tired of Taking Sides, will serve as a roadmap for individual
Christians, small groups, campus and other parachurch ministries, entire churches, and even networks and denominations,
to defeat outrage and advance love. As in all Christian mission,
these endeavors are best embarked upon together rather than in
isolation.
The psalmist prayed to the Lord, “You have given me the
shield of your salvation, and your right hand supported me, and
your gentleness made me great” (Ps. 18:35). Whatever your story,
and however you choose to engage this book, I pray the Lord will
use its themes and stories to make you great in his gentleness.

xxiii
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